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Sony brings you room-filling, cinematic
sound
•
•

HT-CT780 and HT-CT380 Sound Bars with One-touch wireless
streaming
HT-XT100 TV Base Speaker with One-touch wireless streaming

Whether you’re mad for movies or a discerning music lover, home
entertainment comes to life with a powerful multi-channel boost and plenty
of style with brand new Sound Bar and TV Base Speaker models from Sony
this Spring.
HT-CT780 Sound Bar

The sleek, low-profile HT-CT780 Sound Bar adds immersive, widescreen 2.1channel audio to your TV viewing with less living room clutter. Delivering an
awesome 330W total output, the HT-CT780 packs plenty of power to match
today’s plus-sized televisions with a screen size of 46” and upwards.
Movie dialogue, effects and music sound great wherever you’re sitting, thanks
to S-Force PRO Front Surround processing. Two-way speakers with dedicated
tweeters add extra refinement and detail, while the supplied wireless subwoofer assures impressively solid, extended bass.
Instantly access music stored on your smartphone or tablet with One-touch
listening via NFC and Bluetooth®. Just touch your mobile briefly against the
Sound Bar to start streaming that instant party soundtrack: the HT-CT780 can
be controlled directly from your smartphone or tablet with Sony’s SongPal
mobile app.
Three HDMI inputs allow easy hook-ups of all your HD input sources, with
just one HDMI connection to the TV. Serious home entertainment fans will
welcome support for a wide range of HD audio codecs, while HDCP 2.2 passthrough allows full 4K streaming compatibility.
HT-CT380/HT-CT381 Sound Bar
Ideal for TVs up to 46” screen size, the sleek, slim HT-CT380 can also be
mounted on a wall or shelf. This slim, stylish Sound Bar provides 300W of
powerful 2.1 channel surround sound, with S-Force PRO Front Surround
ensuring a truly immersive experience. Also included, the compact wireless
sub-woofer can be positioned in any handy spot for solid, satisfying bass.
Just like the CT780, it features One-touch listening via NFC and Bluetooth®,
and can be controlled from your phone or tablet with the SongPal app. Also
available, the HT-CT381 sports a stylish silver finish.
HT-XT100 TV Base Speaker
Sitting right underneath your TV, the HT-XT100 TV Base Speaker adds extra
oomph to movies and TV shows with 80W of muscular 2.1 channel sound,
with solidly-controlled bass from the integrated subwoofer. Struggling to
hear what they’re saying on screen? Touch the Voice button and dialogue

snaps instantly into sharp focus. Stream music from your smartphone with
NFC and Bluetooth®, or slip in a USB Memory Drive and play your favourite
tunes.
Also joining Sony’s home cinema range are the HT-CT180 and HT-CT80
Sound Bars plus the HT-XT100 TV Base Speaker. All offer superior sound
quality and ease of use with Bluetooth® and NFC connectivity. The latest
Sound Bar and TV Base Speaker additions to Sony’s home cinema line-up are
on sale in Europe from Spring 2015.
– Ends –

Sony Corporation is a leading manufacturer of audio, video, game,
communications, key device and information technology products for the
consumer and professional markets. With its music, pictures, computer
entertainment and online businesses, Sony is uniquely positioned to be the
leading electronics and entertainment company in the world. Sony recorded
consolidated annual sales of approximately $75 billion for the fiscal year
ended March 31, 2014. Sony Global Web Site: http://www.sony.net/
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